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aoe : a) CIA: will not initiate an investigation of any 
fee Goren official in the United States without the concurrence 

bon oh and coordination of the FBI, In this context, the tern i 
ae “Anvestigation" means systematic and direct inquiries or 
220 Be ~ procedures (such as physical or technical surveillances_ 
laa 8 or neighborhood inquiries) aiming at developing information 
cad fy w4n, Concerning an individual's activities or background; 

: atk ata! «: “Investigation™. does not include the acceptance’ or the | 

i Bs of development of information through Social. contacts or contacts 
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‘\ OENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

-normally mage by CIA agents in Sehr eane their cover 
functions ‘G) ~ 

- (2) CIA’ will ante. concurrence dnd ‘coordination of 
‘ the FBI before approaching for recruitment. any foreign 
official or communist-bloc visitor in the United States, 

“The FBI will concur and Coordinate if the ale seed gee aetion 
Goes not conflict with any operation, current or planned, 
‘including active investigation of the. Pel (S). 
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3) CTA will ‘advise the. FBI prior to any planned 
meeting between a CIA asset and'a foreign official or 

io conmunist~bloc visitor of known or presumed interest to 
the FBI (this would include all communist-—bloc officials 
and visitors) for pares of seeeeeeneey and social 
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(4). Clandestine CTA staft scenes. 
and foreign agents of CIA recruite 

abroad wno come to the United States will be identified ts 
the FBI by name or appropriate description depending on 

{the national Bceuns ty interest involved, Om 
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. . (5) Pursuant to paragraph 4 ‘above, when a CIA agent 
arrives ain, the ae ese States for a visit or for a(S) 
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the Bureau will be advised and the two agenciés 
will confer regarding the handling of the agent in the 
United States, It is recognized that each case will have 
“3ts individual vectliarities, ° 
“be. positive, intelligence interest aS wolEhed ar 
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internal Security factors, ¥actors, CIA will Continue its’ 
-COtitractual re ationshin £ for the purpose of handling 
the training, the procurement of positive foreign 
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In ewees cases iene CIA will be a its, 
CIA will service FBI security . ““gerent in the United Stctes, 

“ or counterintelligence requirenents and will provide the 
FBI all sent information bearing on counterintelligence 
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d. The "SUMMARY OF CONTENTS" section should 
be brief, but also should clearly indicate what. is 
being provided to the Committee. I wonder, for 
instance, whether your sample on the letterhead : 
‘memoranda was issued in widely separated time periods. 
The summary as written gives no indication as to ‘ 
the particular subject of any of the memoranda and the 
Single sentence now used to describe all of them covers 
the waterfront. 

e. If the request for information comes officially 
from the Committee, the Committee title should be entered 

G under "REQUESTOR," but if the requestor is an individual 
member of the Staff, his name should be indicated. 

-. The last shtey ak. the format, "PROBLEM AREAS," 
has particular significance since it is important to 
know if there are Third Agency, or sources and methods, 
or other sensitivity problems involved, and this is 
the place to identify them. We are beginning to use 
the abstracts prepared in our office as an aid to 
obtaining release clearance when we are dealing with 
the document for which another agency must concur in 
the release. The "PROBLEM AREAS" section gives such 
other agency an idea as to whether we see any important 
reason why they should be concerned about release of — 
the document. The entry in this final section of the 
format is expected to prove useful for this purpose. 

es One copy of the document or its abstract is all 
that is needed by the registry. 

6. The mailing address of the registry is: 
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CIA Headquarters 
Langley, Virginia 20505 
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Enclosure: as stated 
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Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams Memo 

RE: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

Miller also advised on 4-2-75 that their review of the Ellison 
investigation showed justifiable concern for her being cleared for the staff, and 
he asked for any guidance we might give him. It was pointed out that the only 
real solution to the situation seemed to be that she not be added to the staff. 

Miller said he would appreciate any comments from the CIA also in this regard. 
This request was conveyed to|CIA by Section Chief William Cregar of the 5 
Intelligence Division who subsequently advised that Charles Kane, Director of _ x 
Security, CIA, had reviewed the file on Ellison and agreed there was sufficient 
cause to question her suitability for assignment to the Select Committee staff. SS 
Kane stated CIA Director Colby concurred in this observation. | 
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‘These views were conveyed to Miller on 4-9-75. Miller stated 
at that time that they had resolved the situation by assigning Mrs. Ellison to 
purely administrative tasks and that she would be fully isolated from any sensitive 
or classified information in connection with her responsibilities, 
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